Abstract: Music acoustics is an interdisciplinary field and mathematics is the basis in the music art form. Music and mathematics correlation exist since the inception of music. Various philosophers, scientists, mathematicians and musicians have expressed their views about this relationship. This paper attempts to explore this association with focus on melodic pattern identification. Mathematics in Indian Classical music with raga as the basis and just intonation tuning system is discussed. Indian vocal music clips are used for different pitch estimation algorithms in the experimentation. Harmonic product spectrum and autocorrelation algorithms are tested for accurate pitch estimation. Enhanced autocorrelation function using audio segmentation is compared with other approaches for effective pitch extraction. Results indicate pitch extraction with enhanced autocorrelation function provides accurate results as compared with other approaches tested.
Introduction
Mathematics is traditionally being referred as mother of all engineering and science courses. Music however is considered as one of the art form. Generally art forms such as music, drawing, dancing etc. are not considered to be correlated with mathematics. It is being said that mathematics is present everywhere [1] . "Mathematics is not about numbers, equations, computations or algorithms; it is about understanding" as referred by Willam Paul Thrustan. Mathematics is not just number manipulation but extracting relationships and patterns among different phenomenon around us. "Mathematics is ultimately a study of patterns" as quoted by Hannah Fry. Patterns are everywhere and our life is full of patterns such as our schedules, predictions, planning etc. One can observe and identify patterns in different art forms such as paintings, poems and music.
Russel compared mathematician with musician as "The pure mathematician, like the musician, is a free creator of his world of ordered beauty". Musicians compose the music with specific objectives using some specific melodic and rhythmic patterns. The correlation of music and mathematics is explained by Pythagoras as "There is geometry in the humming of strings, there is music in the spacing of spheres". Considering the quotes by many philosophers, mathematicians, scientists and great music composers it can be revealed that there is a strong relationship of music and mathematics. Mathematics is being used for reasoning various phenomenon to build the theoretical mathematical model. Mathematical models are developed with specific objectives either to understand something or to solve specific problems in real world. Mathematical model usually describes the system in the form of variables and equations. It uses scientific approach to understand dynamics and predict behavior of the system.
Mathematical model for parallel computation was proposed by Karp et.al. [2] with the study of different programming languages. Nelson [3] discussed about the mathematical modeling for computer performance measure using probability, stochastic processes and queuing theory. Similarly mathematical models are being developed for various systems as a strong foundation.
Mathematical model using K Nearest neighborhood and Gaussian mixture was proposed by Li et. al. [4] intended for music genre classification. Bamberger [5] explored use of music in learning mathematical concepts such asratio, proportion, fractions, and common multiples. Patterns in the compositions developed by famous musician Bach were examined for notes, scales, chord progression by Siddharthan [6] . Study of few compositions by Bach and others provided strong possible support for numerical analysis of musical composition using fractal geometry of musicas observed by Hsu et.al. [7] . Study of intervals, pitch relationships, scales and tuning system for different musical cultures was carried out by Burns [8] . Sturm [9] explored a metaphor created that links together sound configuration and classical mechanics, with the quantum mechanical notion of particles acting as waves which blurs the distinction between science and art. Benson [10] covered use of mathematics in different aspects of music in detail such as sound production and Fourier theory, orchestration and use of wave equations for sound generation in different instrument along with acoustics, association between consonance and dissonance and simple integer proportions of frequencies, different scales and harmony, digital storage and compression techniques, synthesis and modulations, symmetries etc.
Song An et.al. [11] examined the effect of classroom activities with integration of music and mathematics and observed improved performance in learning mathematical concepts. Study of Indian songs and harmonic structure for about 10 years was carried out by Fillmore [12] and it was observed that Indian songs use mostly same western intervals. Instrumental and vocal music has subtle difference with former type i.e. vocal music precedes all instrumental music by an immeasurable interval as per Fillmore. Farrell [13] explored different elements of Indian music such as sounds or ideas of patterns as a reflection in jazz and pop music. In an article on science and music, Trainor [14] focused on our basic encoding system to listen and understand the music. Our interpretation of the musical rhythm leads to tap or dance. Pitch perception is another critical factor and listeners can perceive the pitch information differently. Indian classical music is based on raga patterns and the seasoned listeners can identify the raga by listening to the melodic patterns quickly.
This paper explores the correlation of music and mathematics related to melodic patterns. The paper is organized in following manner. Section 2 provides overview of Indian classical music raga form and section 3 covers tuning system used in music to fix notes and frequencies using just intonation scale. Pitch extraction using different approaches is covered in section 4. It covers mathematical foundation used in melodic pattern recognition for music from the computational perspective. Different pitch extraction algorithms are experimented for accurate pitch estimation of vocal rendition in Indian Classical Music. Results of the algorithms experimented are compared in section 5 along with the conclusions.
Overview of Indian Classical Music
The fundamental theory of Indian Classical music (both Carnatic and Hindustani) revolves around the concept of Raga. A Raga is a melodic composition of specific notes allowed in the composition of particular raga. Tonic or fundamental note which is referred as Sa or shadaj is always present in any raga. It also includes two other notes called Vadi Swar and Samvadi Swar. The performer stresses them the most during a presentation of the Raga. Another aspect is the ascending scale and the descending scale of the Raga called Aarohan and Avarohan respectively. It is important to note that the ascending scale and the descending scale of a Raga can have different musical notes. For example, Raga Des ascending and descending scale is as shown in figure 1. The notes in ascending and descending scale are different as noticed here. Thus raga is composition of allowed notes in ascending and descending melodic patterns. Motifs or catch phrases are another important aspect in the identity of a Raga also termed as 'Pakad' of raga. It is sequence of notes played in specific manner. The trained musicians or seasoned listeners can identify the Raga by listening to these catch phrases. Raga improvisation by the performer is another unique aspect in Indian Classical music performance. Indian Classical has been a presentation art. Specific prominence is given to live performance and creativeness. The performer is expected to be confined by the rules of the Raga and extemporize within the limitations. Every performance has a 'drone' constantly accompanying the performance. The notes of the drone are defined for every Raga. A 'Bandish' is the next part of the performance wherein the rhythmic instrument (the Tabla being the most popularly used) gives structure to the performance after the mood is set by the Alap. Drone is constant in both the Alap and the Bandish. A peculiar thing to note about the Bandish is the changing tempo. The Bandish usually starts with a slow tempo ('vilambit lay') after the Alap. It then continues to medium tempo ('madhyam lay') and then fast tempo ('drut lay') towards the end. A Bandish can be compared to the flow in a canal where it is controlled but the twists and turns are the will of the performer.
Various approaches are proposed and attempted for automatic identification of raga. The first order Markov assumption states that the probability of a state depends on the probability of its immediate predecessor as experimented by Pandeet. al. [15] .This is the basis of the Hidden Markov Models (HMM) algorithm. Thus the probabilities of states are obtained and an identity is assigned to it. HMMs are relevant in case of identifying Raga as Raga can be assumed as sequential data and thus be modeled as Markov chains and can be modeled as patterns recognition problem as per Bishop [16] . Raga identification using repetitive notes pattern for Carnatic classical music was experimented by Sreenivas [17] using perspective notations. Phrase-based raga recognition using vector space modeling was another approach used by Gulati [18] . Swara histogram based pattern analysis used by Pranay Dighe et.al. [19] for identification of raga. Music melodies based on the notation system developed by various musical traditions across the world. Each tradition has own notation representation with different tuning systems. Tuning system represents the notes and their positions or frequencies in the octave.
Tuning system for Music
Since ancient period, music learning had been accomplished with learn by ear approach with oral presentation. Later on the need of music documentation was felt by musicians for better learning, recall, performing etc. It guided the development of different music data representation systems suitable to their own traditional and folk music forms. Western music composers developed sheet music with staff notations. Sheet music is music data representation using musical symbols to represent notes, scales, rhythms, chords, lyrics etc. Sheet music guides performers to read musical notations while presenting the songs, however understanding sheet music requires music notation literacy. One can notice music sheets in stands near the performers during orchestral performances such as sonatas, choir etc. Western music is based on equal tempered scale and the subsequent notes are calculated using same. Frequencies used in western notations are fixed for each note. Many non-western musical traditions have developed their own musical notation systems such as swarlipi for Indian classical raga music, shakuhachi for Japanese music, Chinese musical notations etc. Different traditions use several musical scales. Scale is a combination of music notes derived from the fundamental frequency with different ratios or distances. Equal tempered scale in western music, just intonation scale in Indian classical music or Arabic scale with maqam is a representation of different tuning systems and scales used in music. Detail discussion on various notation systems and scales for music is beyond scope here. Discussion about Indian Classical music notation system is presented here with the use of mathematics in the tuning systems.
Indian Classical music has been mainly vocal centered; however different artists have made a significant contribution with the instrumental music as well. The Indian Classical music tuning system is closer to the just intonation tuning system as per study from Schmidt-Jones [20] . It is a system to calculate the other notes from the tonic using ratios. The ratios used in just intonation system are as shown below to calculate the frequencies of the subsequent notes in the octave. Thus octave is divided into 12 notes with the frequencies are adjusted using the just intonation scale. Another peculiar concept in Indian Classical Music is the concept of 'Shrutis'. The octave is divided between 22 such Shrutis which are intervals smaller than that of the semitones [20] . The details about shrutis and their ratios are available on Wikipedia [22] for interested readers. All the notes are respective to the tonic in Indian classical music. Tonic is not fixed and depending on singer or instrument tonic can be different and further notes are fixed according to the tonic. Identifying the note patterns is done using pitch extraction. Arvindh [23] explained applications of pitch tracking for South Indian Classical Music. Pitch is perceived frequency in Hertz. Accuracy of pitch extraction is extremely important for the proper identification of notes and melodic patterns in the music played.
Materials and Methods
Pitch is an auditory sensation represented by two characteristics namely the tone height and the Chroma. The tone height showcases the rise in pitch as the frequency rises and the Chroma showcases the perceptual similarity between two notes separated by an octave as observed by Gelfand [24] . While extracting pitch from an audio sample, both the dimensions should be considered. It should be kept in consideration that both the dimensions at a certain time can be obtained by extracting the fundamental frequency at that time. Due to this, the algorithms which primarily detect the fundamental frequency are often called pitch extraction algorithms.
Pitch extraction algorithms are often used in speech prediction and music information retrieval. In the context of this paper, the audio samples in consideration were all monophonic vocal audio samples. While extracting pitch from audio, care needs to be taken with regards to voiced and unvoiced sounds. The spectral analysis of vocal audio shows formants influencing the audio sample in that even though the fundamental frequency of two vowels is same, the harmonics might have different energies. This, along with several other reasons creates difficulties in the extraction of pitch. There exist some robust algorithms which are discussed in this section and their performances are also compared in different cases.
According to the context established earlier, the methods chosen for detecting the fundamental frequency of a segment of the audio did not need to be extremely complicated as the audio samples are monophonic with good signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, two methods have been discussed and implemented here, Harmonic Product Spectrum (HPS) and Autocorrelation.
Harmonic Product Spectrum
A pitch detection algorithm proposed by A. Micheal Noll [25] is designed for human speech. The principle behind this algorithm is that the product of the harmonics of a fundamental frequency of a frame would be maximum at the peaks in the spectrum. In other words, it is a measure of the coincidence of the harmonics [26] .
In Equation [1], ω is the frequency and K is the number of harmonics to be considered. This equation measures the coincidence of the harmonics of each frequency. The maximum coincidence is found out by using Equation [2] . Thus, segmenting the signal and applying Equation [2] , it is possible to estimate the fundamental frequency of the segment. Figure. 3 explains the process intuitively. It can be seen that the product of the amplitudes of 183 Hz and its harmonics will be maximum. The implementation consisted of firstly dividing the audio signal into 10 millisecond segments without overlap in the first case and 40 milliseconds with 75% overlap in the second case. The segments were windowed using Gaussian window function. These segments or frames further underwent Fast Fourier Transformation with the number of points of the FFT were set to 4096 to ensure high resolution. It was observed in this and other pitch extraction algorithms that the fundamental frequency was usually contained within 100 Hz to 500 Hz. Thus, all other frequencies were ignored in the further analysis. Subsequently, Equations [1] and [2] were implemented on all the remaining frequencies. The number of harmonics to be considered was taken to be 5. A comparison between the overlapped and non-overlapped frames is shown in Figure 4 as an example. In context of the HPS algorithm, it can be said that an overlap reduces bias towards a frequency. Pitch was being determined for every 10 seconds. 
Autocorrelation
An autocorrelation function (ACF) is used to display structure in a waveform. Therefore, if there is periodicity in the autocorrelation function, it indicates periodicity in the signal [27] . An autocorrelation function of a signal x(n) is given by Rabiner [27] as shown in equation 3.
K is the size of the frame being analyzed in equation 3. Segments of 40 milliseconds with 75% overlap were used for the analysis. Thus in a segment, the peaks in the autocorrelation function will indicate periodicity. The first peak will therefore indicate the fundamental frequency of the segment. Figure 5 showcases the ACF of an example frame in Raga Lalit. The first peak denotes that the signal correlates with itself after some lag. Therefore when the sampling frequency is divided by the lag, the fundamental frequency is obtained as the output. The implementation of the ACF for detecting pitch consisted of firstly filtering the signal using a low pass filter with the pass band frequency at 900 Hz and stop band frequency at 1 kHz with 65 dB as the stop band attenuation level. This was done "to partially eliminate the effects of higher formant structure on the autocorrelation function" as per Rabiner [27] . Subsequently, the signal was segmented in 40 millisecond frames with 75% overlap and the segments were windowed using a Hamming window. The ACF of each frame was then determined and the first peak located to determine the fundamental frequency of that frame.
Autocorrelation used in tool 'Praat'
Paul Boersma [28] proposed that accuracy in pitch detection can be increased by having a small modification in the traditional pitch detection by autocorrelation. The traditional method involving the short term autocorrelation function (ACF) of signal would not account for the autocorrelation function of the window used while segmentation. Thus, accuracy was increased by dividing the ACF of the windowed signal by the ACF of the window [28] ,
Where øws is the ACF of the windowed signal, øw is the ACF of the window and øx is the ACF of the original signal. This algorithm is effectively implemented in the software tool called 'Praat'. Praat is a open source tool developed mainly for speech processing. Praat was used for extracting pitch of voiced melody in the experimentation done here. Figure 6 depicts the pitch extraction implemented in Praat. Praat was successfully used by Ramesh for effective music data analysis [29] . 
Results and Conclusion
The methods used for autocorrelation are compared to find the best method for the raga audio samples used in the experimentation. All the methods were experienced to be almost equivalent when compared to the computational time required for each. The noise robustness was not tested for the implementations of the Harmonic Product Spectrum and Autocorrelation as the audio samples for analysis were recorded in a noise-free environment. A big concern was the accuracy of the algorithms for pitch extraction of voiced samples. It can be observed from Figure 7 , both the Harmonic Product Spectrum (HPS) and the Autocorrelation (ACF) algorithm exhibit inaccurate responses. Although same trend of the fundamental frequency is followed by all three algorithms, the pitch extracted with the help of Praat is the most accurate extraction. Thus for voiced audio samples, praat was found out to be the most suitable tool for pitch extraction. Pitch information extracted can be further used for various applications. Melodic pattern identification using different algorithms such as pitch class distribution (PCD), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) etc as explained by Makarand et.al. [30] during the application of query by humming.
Music melodic patterns are identified from the pitch information generated from pitch extraction algorithm used. Real challenge to achieve computational intelligence in musicology is music mathematical modeling. We humans ourselves have not able to judge the entire musical aspects in true sense to model it for further processing. Modeling human perception and fast feature learning scalable parallel algorithms will lead further progress in the domain. Bridging semantic gap between user preference and music audio signal will be crucial for the successful systems. Advancements in the musicology domain and machine learning with artificial intelligence agents will lead to better understanding of music and associative musical pattern matching methodologies. Interesting end to end applications for various tasks using more advanced music recognition systems are likely to dominate in coming years.
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